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Centres and Retailing

4.7.1 This policy aims to support a network of accessible centres in Bristol as key
focuses for development and as the principal locations for shopping and
community facilities as well as local entertainment, art and cultural facilities.
All the centres are essential to the vitality of the city, the diversity of its
shopping provision and to social inclusion, helping to reduce car dependency
by providing services close to homes.  

4.7.2 The policy addresses objectives 1, 2, 3, 5 and 8 of the Core Strategy and
responds to issues 1, 2, 5, 7 and 8.

Context

4.7.3 Bristol is served by a diverse network of town, district and local centres of
varying size. In addition to providing facilities like shops, cafés, pubs, post
offices and banks, centres also include varying levels of community facilities,
work places and leisure facilities. Many centres are a focus for transport
services and all offer a chance to access essential facilities close to people’s
homes. Centres are therefore well placed to be a focus for a range of
developments, including residential developments of a higher density which
can both benefit from the services provided and help to sustain the viability
of those services. This builds on the current pattern of development in Bristol
and offers potential for suburban renaissance around existing centres.

4.7.4 The Bristol Citywide Retail Study indicates that there is likely to be capacity for
further retail provision after 2012, with projections of future comparison
retail capacity of up to 310,000m² by 2026. However, the study recommended
that the effects of the major new development at Cabot Circus in Bristol City
Centre would need to be assessed before any additional provision is planned.
The council aims to undertake a further retail assessment in 2010 to inform
the future planning of all retail provision in the city. Therefore, this policy sets
the framework for retail development but does not propose specific levels of
retail development.

4.7.5 The retail study found that most centres were performing strongly but
identified a few as at risk, poor or under-performing. Some of those centres
have not been retained in the hierarchy. Although identified as poorly
performing in the study, Symes Avenue, Hartcliffe has now been redeveloped
as Symes district centre and includes a superstore, smaller retail units and
community facilities. 

4.7.6 The high level of independent stores operating in Bristol was identified in the
retail study which showed that over 70% of units were occupied by
independent businesses.

4.7.7 Consistent with government policy, this policy seeks to promote the vitality of
centres. There are several existing large out of centre retail developments in
Bristol, some forming retail parks. The retail study did not recommend that
any of these should be identified as part of the network of centres.
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Explanation

4.7.8 The centres hierarchy set out in this policy is based on the recommendations
of the Bristol Citywide Retail Study (June 2007). Bristol City Centre is at the
head of the hierarchy. It will remain the principal destination for shopping
and leisure in the city and in the South West region. Policy BCS2 sets out the
approach to the city centre.

4.7.9 Bristol’s 10 Town Centres cater to a wide catchment in the city (Two Mile Hill
Road forms a part of Kingswood town centre which is located in South
Gloucestershire). Some are destinations drawing custom from across and
beyond the city. Typically they are locations for national chain stores as well
as independents. These centres are also characterised by the presence of
restaurants, cafés and bars, and a wide range of associated services. Larger
community facilities and employment uses are also represented.

4.7.10 The 9 District Centres in the hierarchy cater to a more localised catchment
meeting convenience needs but may include community facilities and
supermarkets. 

4.7.11 The 27 Local Centres provide mainly local shopping and services catering to
day-to-day needs. They mainly serve a catchment within walking distance but
may experience some passing trade. 

4.7.12 Policy BCS1 provides for a potential new centre in South Bristol which would
be likely to perform as a District Centre.

4.7.13 There remain parts of Bristol which are less well served with a good local
network of accessible shopping provision. Therefore, the policy encourages
new local provision where it would help address local needs and would not
harm existing centres.

4.7.14 Whilst the policy directs retail, leisure and entertainment, offices, arts,
culture and tourism to the centres in general, they will not necessarily all be
appropriate in all centres.

4.7.15 Retail shop uses referred to in this policy refer to those in Class A1 of the Use
Classes Order. Active ground floor uses are generally those falling within Use
Classes A1 to A5 but can also include other town centre uses which are
visited by large numbers of people.  Residential uses and offices (Use Class
B1) would not normally be considered as active uses for ground floors in this
context.

Policy Delivery
This policy is supported by Policy BCS20, which directs higher intensities of
development to accessible centres.

Policy BCS2 sets out the approach to Bristol City Centre. 

Policy BCS1 sets out the approach to the potential new centre in South Bristol

Policy BCS8 addresses the delivery of smaller scale office development in centres.

Policy BCS10 addresses the delivery of transport improvements which will enhance
transport provision at several of the centres in the network.






